
VISUALIZE IT: Visual storytelling & image sourcing

Creating a compelling visual companion to a story being told on stage or in video can present challenges in both the
practical reality of locating or creating images, as well as understanding copyright and terms of fair use. This document is a
guide to understanding the constraints and opportunities of copyright, practical tips for �nding high quality images that
are available and free to use, and  ideas for creating your own unique visuals.
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Understanding copyright basics
It can be really overwhelming to consider all the components of copyright, but it's important to become familiar with basics
before going searching for images. Here is a quick introduction to common copyright related terms, and what they mean in
terms of use and permissions:

Copyright Rights of the creator or publisher of content to control when/where it is used or shared. In the
US, copyright for materials created after 1977 lasts for the life of author/creator + 70 years from
the author’s death for his/her heirs. Materials created earlier than 1977 extends 95 years since
publication.

These works are protected, and can only be used
● With permission
● Via paid licensing
● Under fair use terms

Public Domain Works where there is no copyright holder either because those rights have expired, permission has
been granted, they were created before copyright existed, or copyrights were not applicable for
other reasons

This includes:
● Media published prior to 1926. This date will move forward one year, every year.
● Works created by the US Government: USGS maps, NASA photography
● Cooking recipes are not protected in the United States
● Straight on photos of artwork in the public domain is also in the public domain

Royalty Free Content that may be used (often for a fee) but without restrictions or additional payments
(royalties)  in the future. This is a term you will see frequently used for clip art and stock



photography.

Creative
Commons

Content that can be shared according to speci�c terms, sometimes commercially, usually with
speci�cally designated attribution.

Fair Use Circumstances under which copyrighted material may be used without permission according to
use case.

Factors in determining fair use:
● Transformative - how di�erent is the new creation from the original?
● Not for pro�t (not required, but considered)
● Amount of material used (brief excerpts are generally ok, full works not)
● Purpose (for example: in education, satire)
● Impact on original work

Practical copyright cheat sheet:
● Keep it before 1926
● Use government created materials
● Search speci�cally within the public domain & creative commons
● Create your own work
● Get permission

The EFF has a great guide to copyright: https://www.e�.org/teachingcopyright/handouts#copyrightFAQ

Image size requirements
Image size requirements will vary depending on where you are using them. The general resolution guidelines are 100 pixels
per inch for anything online, and 300 pixels per inch (or higher) for print).

https://www.eff.org/teachingcopyright/handouts#copyrightFAQ


For a 16:9 aspect ratio slideshow at full screen resolution, you’re looking at 1920 pixels horizontally, and 1080 vertically. In
my experience, images up to about 2/3 that size will display adequately.

Types of  Visuals
There are several types of images to consider - some of which are more commonly used than others

Photos in the public domain, including postcards or
government created images



Stock photography - great for location backgrounds,
plants, animals.

Vintage illustrations, political cartoons and artwork

Scienti�c and botanical illustration



Images of text - Screengrabs from digitized books or
letters, highlighted sections

Infographics and charts

Maps, diagrams, schematics



Newspaper headlines

Patent Illustrations

Public Domain & Creative Commons resources
Once you’ve identi�ed what kinds of images you are looking for, there are abundant resources for �nding ones that are free
and fair to use, but it can take a little bit of doing. The �rst step is to control the impulse to rely on image search engine
results - these are almost always going to result in images that are not free and fair to use. This is because the priorities of
Google image search do not match ours:  it puts priority on recent, popular images. What we want mostly are old, obscure
images.

Here are some great places to search for images that are either pre-selected to be in the public domain or creative commons,
or have easy to use �lters to �nd them.



Stock Photography:
● Pixabay: https://pixabay.com/images/search/library/
● Pexels: https://www.pexels.com/public-domain-images/

Public Domain
● New York Public Library Digital Collections:

https://www.nypl.org/research/collections/digital-collections/public-domain
● The Public Domain Review: https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/images

Creative Commons
● Creative Commons Search: https://search.creativecommons.org/
● Wikimedia Commons: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
● Flickr Commons: https://www.�ickr.com/commons

You can �nd more related resources in the Odd Salon Speakers Resource Library, here:
https://www.oddsalon.com/odd-salon-resource-library/online-image-resources/

Graphic tools in Keynote
Slide images do not need to only be made up of found and vintage images. Slideshow software comes with a variety of built
in graphics tools, and Keynote has an exceptional variety. Most things you build in Keynote can be exported to other
slideshow programs.

Here are some of the built in tools you can use to create your own graphics, accessible via the upper toolbar
● Charts & graphs: Easy to edit pie charts, line and bar graphs in a variety of colors
● Shapes & drawing tools including a library of hundreds of editable shapes and icons, including basic geometric

shapes, people, plants, animals, and settings. It is possible to create entire scenes using these tools.
● Add spot color by using the shape or drawing tools, and setting your colors to transparent
● Inserted galleries: Found under the “Insert Media” drop down, this allows you to add a gallery of multiple images

set into one slide
● Simple image editing tools for cropping, removing backgrounds, and adjusting contrast and saturation (�nd these

in the right hand toolbar, under the “Image” tab)
○ Mask = cropping
○ Instant Alpha = remove a background
○ Enhance = instant contrast and levels adjustments
○ Use the levers icon to access more manual image controls including saturation

Ideas for DIY visuals
In addition to the tools available in Keynote, there are a lot of other DIY options for slide images:

● Stick �gures
○ If you feel like you don’t know how to take on stick �gures, this is an excellent starter video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wXwX0NV7SEg
○ And here’s another: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwkSAnLHm1Y

https://pixabay.com/images/search/library/
https://www.pexels.com/public-domain-images/
https://www.nypl.org/research/collections/digital-collections/public-domain
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/images
https://search.creativecommons.org/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
https://www.flickr.com/commons
https://www.oddsalon.com/odd-salon-resource-library/online-image-resources/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wXwX0NV7SEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwkSAnLHm1Y


● Digital tracing, using a tablet and stylus - there are several apps that make it easy to create your own artwork based
on other images by creating your own tracing.

● Import original art and drawings, or photographs
● Digital collage: create a new scene by cutting up other images and reassembling them to tell your story
● Use images to show scale: Compare a human �gure to a prehistoric sloth, or a skyscraper to an ancient monument

to show “ This is the size of THAT”
● Use multiples of  images or icons to show how many of something there were: Start with one object on screen and

describe it, and then replicate that object to show how many terra cotta warriors were discovered, or how many
ships were in the Spanish Armada

● Graphic timelines can be a compelling way to place a story in a larger context

Helpf ul other tools
There are hundreds or programs and apps out there for photo manipulation and graphic design, but there are a couple of
simple stand out tools that we’ve used in Odd Salon projects that we particularly like:

● Pixelmator software (Mac only) https://apps.apple.com/us/app/pixelmator-classic/id407963104?mt=12
● Canva app for infographics & graphic design (on mobile or desktop) https://www.canva.com/

Further Reading & Resources
The Odd Salon Resource Library

Academic Access & Online Universities
Digitized Libraries & Online Book Resources
Digital image archives & public domain art, video, and photo resources
Exceptional Online Magazines, Blogs & Compendiums of the Odd
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